MILITARY STANDARD
SYSTEM SAFETY PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

TO ALL HOLDERS OF MIL-STD-882C:

1. MAKE THE FOLLOWING PEN AND INK CHANGES

   a. Page iv, delete para 6.4 and renumber para 6.5 to para 6.4.

   b. Page v, para 50.2.3, rename the title to "Safety Requirements/Criteria Analysis (Task 203)"


   d. Page 11, para 4.5.1, third line, change "Table 4.1" to "Table 1".

   e. Page 11, para 4.5.2, seventh line, change "Table 4.2" to "Table 2".

   f. Page 402-1, para 402.2, sixth line, change the term "RHA" to "SRCA".

   g. Page 403-2, para 403.2.4, renumber the second paragraph "403.2.4" to "403.2.5" and renumber the existing para "403.2.5" to "403.2.6".

   h. Page A-13, para 50.1.2.5, delete the first three sentences and replace with "The instructions for preparing an SSPP are specified in Task 102, however, there is no longer a data item for obtaining the program plan. As a result of the acquisition reform initiative, DID's can no longer be used to obtain plans. The plan must be specified to be delivered as a part of the contractor's proposal."

   i. Page A-14, para 50.1.4.3, fifth line, change "80105A" to "80105B".

   j. Page A-15, para 50.1.6, tenth line, change "80105A" to "80105B".

   k. Page A-15, para 50.2.1, sixth line, change "80101A" to "80101B".

   l. Page A-16, para 50.2.2.5, third line, change "80101A" to "80101B".

   m. Page A-17, para 50.2.3, twelfth line, change "80101A" to "80101B".

   n. Page A-17, para 50.2.4.2, sixth line, change "80101A" to "80101B".

   o. Page A-18, para 50.2.6.3, sixth line, change "80101A" to "80101B".

   p. Page A-19, para 50.2.7, first line, change "80101A" to "80101B".

   q. Page A-19, para 50.2.7, first line, change "10.3" to "10.2".

   r. Page A-19, para 50.2.7, third line, change "80102A" to "80102B".

   s. Page A-19, para 50.2.7, fourth line, change "80101A" to "80101B".

   t. Page A-19, para 50.2.7, in the Sample Tailoring Guide change all paragraph references from "10.3.x.x" to "10.2.x.x"
u. Page A-20, para 50.2.8.5, fifth line, change "80106A" to "80106B".
v. Page A-21, para 50.3.1, second line, change "80102A" to "80102B".
w. Page A-21, para 50.3.3.1, first line, change "80103A" to "80103B".
x. Page A-21, para 50.3.3.3, second line, change "80104A" to "80104B".
y. Page A-22, para 50.4.1.2, fourth line, change "80102A" to "80102B".
z. Page A-22, para 50.4.2.1, second line, change "80102A" to "80102B".
aa. Page A-23, para 50.4.3.1, sixth line, change "81299" to "81299A".
bb. Page A-24, para 50.5. first line, change "81300" to "81300A".
cc. Page D-1, para 80.1, replace "DI-SAFT-80100A" with "N/A" in two places.

dd. Page D-1, para 80.1, replace "80105A" with "80105B" in two places.

ee. Page D-1, para 80.1, replace "80101A" with "80101B" in six places.

ff. Page D-1, para 80.1, replace "80106A" with "80106B".

gg. Page D-1, para 80.1, replace "80102A" with "80102B" in three places.

hh. Page D-1, para 80.1, replace "80103A" with "80103B".

ii. Page D-1, para 80.1, replace "80104A" with "80104B".

jj. Page D-1, para 80.1, replace "81299" with "81299A".

kk. Page D-1, para 80.1, replace "81300" with "81300A".

ll. Page D-2, para 80.2, delete para a.1 and renumber the remaining paragraphs.

mm. Page D-2, para 80.2, replace "80101A" with "80101B".

nn. Page D-2, para 80.2, replace "80102A" with "80102B".

oo. Page D-2, para 80.2, replace "80103A" with "80103B".

pp. Page D-2, para 80.2, replace "80104A" with "80104B".

qq. Page D-2, para 80.2, replace "80105A" with "80105B".

rr. Page D-2, para 80.2, replace "80106A" with "80106B".

ss. Page D-2, para 80.2, replace "81299" with "81299A".

tt. Page D-2, para 80.2, replace "81300" with "81300A".
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3. Holders of MIL-STD-882C will verify that additions indicated above have been entered. The notice pages will be retained as a check sheet. This issuance, together with appended pages, is a separate publication. Each notice is to be retained by stocking points until the Military Standard is completely revised or canceled.
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